
 

Visit rheiacomfort.com to get started with Rheia today.

Q  What would you say if you could…
Reduce overall HVAC installation time by 25-50% per home 
Reduce SKUs to only 12, simplifying purchasing, inventory, and warehousing 
Quickly train your designers, installers and technicians how to use a new system 
Hold air temperatures to a couple of degrees floor-to-floor and room-to-room 
Achieve nearly airtight connections without any mastic or tape 
Significantly reduce comfort-related customer callbacks 
Easily pass the most stringent code inspections for installed systems

A  Take a look at Rheia
Simpler to design, easier to specify, and faster to install, Rheia uses high-quality, 
engineered components for controlled, consistent comfort. 
Everything with Rheia is located within the home’s conditioned space.

Savings through design approach Savings with ducts & components Savings during installations

Avoid excess system capacity to save 
money by right-sizing the HVAC system 

Bring ducts into conditioned spaces 
successfully for energy efficiency and 
code compliance 

Minimize chases and bulkheads to 
reduce framing and drywall costs 

Reduce the length of supply ducts by 
locating diffusers on interior walls 

Simplify return system designs to use 
less material and outperform 
conventional designs 

Commission every home per design 
intent to reduce comfort callbacks and 
save money

Simplify inventory with Rheia’s 12 SKUs 
compared to conventional systems’ 75+ 

Downsize warehouse space thanks to 
Rheia’s smaller ducts and components 

Ship less material to each job site—a 
pallet of Rheia components is at least 1/2 
the size of a conventional system

Connect supply ducts and components 
in seconds via twist-fit and snap-fit 
connections 

Fabricate manifolds quickly using 
standardized designs and fabrication 

Eliminate all supply duct fabricated parts 

Eliminate tape and mastic while still 
achieving near airtight connections 

Reduce job site waste thanks to a 
streamlined number of engineered parts 

Reduce overall installation time by 
25-50% per home 

Reduce cycle time per home to gain 
opportunity for more installation jobs



RHEIA SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Rheia is comfort reimagined at a systems level. A different design 

approach + new component parts + streamlined installation = cost 
advantages for you and better performance for homeowners. 

Supply runs: route easily through interior walls, 
ceilings, and floor cavities 

3” supply ducts: small diameter in uniform size 
enables fine-tuned supply to each room 

Manifold: engineered designs provide even air 
distribution and easy fabrication 

Air handler: locate in 30”x30” closet and right-
size the equipment per plan to save money 

Thermoplastic component parts:  all 
streamlined by design to deliver quiet, 
consistent airflow at low static pressure. 
Ferrule, elbow, coupler, boots, take-offs, and 
diffusers snap-fit or twist-fit together for nearly 
airtight seals without tape or mastic 

Return system: research shows a simple one- 
or two-point return system produces 
satisfactory airflows

A well-designed integration process includes training and support to help 
builders and contractors successfully incorporate Rheia into their ongoing 
construction processes.

How Rheia helps your team succeed

Installation training 
How-to videos demonstrating best practices for correct installations; Assembly 
diagrams for manifold and return systems; Installation manuals for initial training and 
ongoing reference; Additional best practices for framing and drywall crews; On-site 
support during pilot home HVAC installation.

Software tools 
Rheia Design module within Right Suite® Universal to generate design and 
commissioning data; Rheia Manage database for integrated communication across 
builder, designer, manufacturer, and installer; Rheia Verify mobile app for easy, 
reliable commissioning of every home.


